
Supreme Pro X Camo+ Helmet
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-18441-Supreme-Pro-X-Camo-Helmet

SKU Designation French Law Weight (g) MSRP

SOR505
Supreme Pro X Camo Helmet

Silicone Pads 
Vente libre 310  399.00 € incl. tax

Protect your hearing without cutting yourself off from your surroundings.
Sordin Supreme Pro-X LED is the luxury version of the Supreme family. It is equipped as standard with GEL
sealing rings for greater comfort. The integrated LED light simplifies life in the field in the dark. The light
turns on and off easily by pressing the + and - buttons simultaneously. The light is conveniently mounted in
the left cup for optimal illumination.

SordinHEAR2 interior offering excellent sound quality and four different audio profiles (hunting,
focus, shooting and communications)
LED lamp that turns off automatically after three minutes
Tested to IP67

The Supreme Pro and Supreme Pro-X headphones attenuate harmful sounds to a safe level of less than
82db(A) while integrating the “Hear2” system which offers 4 modes of amplification of ambient sounds:

Hunting: Balances vocals and ambient sounds for comfortable listening.
Focus: the highest amplification on all frequencies for maximum listening.
Tir: Filters unnecessary and harmful frequencies for better concentration.
Comms: Turns off ambient sound and only keeps sound from devices plugged into the 3.5mm jack.

Technical characteristics :

Foldable headband with camo patterned fabric.
Sound quality Stereo
Ultra comfortable silicone pads.
Sound power limited to 82dB (A)
Amplification of ambient noise
Volume setting memory
Low battery prevention alarm
Battery type (2 batteries) AAA/LR03

https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-18441-Supreme-Pro-X-Camo-Helmet


Battery life, in hours approximately 600 hours
Weight (without batteries) 310 gr
SNR = 25 dB, H = 30 dB, M = 22 dB, L = 14 dB
Standards: EN 352-1, EN 352-4, EN 352-6

 

The Supreme Pro and Supreme Pro-X offer attenuates harmful sounds to a safe level below 82db(A) while
“weak” sounds (distant calls, broken branches and twigs, footsteps on leaves) are amplified: the alliance of
protection and comfort. Ideal for big game and approach hunting!

Waterproof microphones placed on each ear allowing precise localization of the source.

3.5 jack audio input for MP3 player

Equipped with a SILICONE PADS Kit for a comfortable helmet to wear

Consult the file Noise-canceling headphones: How to choose effective hearing protection for hunting and
shooting? to know all the technical criteria necessary for choosing noise-cancelling headphones.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.
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